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Abstract. The present paper describes a series of features related to
complexity which may allow to estimate the complexity of an image as
a whole, of all the elements integrating it and of those which are its
focus of attention. Using a neural network to create a classifier based on
those features an accuracy over 85% in an aesthetic composition binary
classification task is achieved. The obtained network seems to be useful
for the purpose of assessing the Aesthetic Composition of landscapes. It
could be used as part of a media device for facilitating the creation of
images or videos with a more professional aesthetic composition.

1 Introduction

An evaluator which enable users without an artistic background to take pictures
of better appearance could be used by different multimedia devices. It could help
users to identify in real time those framings with a certain aesthetic value. It
could be also used for different tasks related to aesthetic composition: identifi-
cation, classification, categorization, etc.; both in real-time multimedia devices
and in stand-alone applications.

Unlike those systems which allow access to the images intrinsic information
based on different image phenomena, such as contrast, determine the aesthetic
composition of a given image is not a trivial task.

Numerous papers [9, 16, 11] have appeared in recent years evaluating different
elements of the aesthetic value of images and different ways to estimate it. This
paper introduces the uses of different metrics based on those works, based on
the complexity of an image, which have already proven useful in experiments
related to the ordering and classification based on stylistic and aesthetic criteria
[15, 8, 13, 14]. These metrics and their usefulness for calculating the aesthetic
composition of a landscape is studied.

The present paper is structured as follows: i) a short description of the state
of the art in composition systems is included; ii) a set of complexity metrics
and their usefulness for calculating the aesthetic composition of a landscape is
presented and the features to be used in the study are described; iii) the results
obtained in an experiment of image classification according to their aesthetic
composition are shown; iv) the overview of a photography expert about the
results is shown; v) and, finally, the conclusions and the upcoming research lines
for improving the already presented approach will be explained.



2 State of the Art

Previous works focus on the search for metrics which show the composition
quality or cropping methods which enhance the visual and aesthetic quality of
a given image. Most of them use metrics related to Rule of Thirds (RoT) [5],
Region of Interest (ROI) [21], or Saliency [17] individually. RoT is a photographic
framing technique which divides the scene into 9 equally sized parts by means of
three vertical and horizontal equidistant lines. This technique is based on placing
the heaviest elements at the intersection among these lines. On the other hand,
the use of ROI determines those image areas grouping the elements which attract
the greatest interest. Saliency detection allows the differentiation of a foreground
object from the background and to classify it as an interesting point.

Santella et al. [17] presented a system which records user’s eye movements
for a few seconds to identify important image content. The given approach is
capable of generating crops of any size or aspect ratio. The main disadvantage
is that the system incurs on requiring user input, so it can’t be considered a
fully-computational approach. Once the important area of an image is detected,
the crops are made considering three basics on photography: (i) include an entire
subject and some context around, (ii) edges should pass through featureless areas
whenever possible, (iii) the area of the subject matter should be maximized to
increase clarity. They presented 50 images cropped using 3 different approaches:
saliency-based [18], professional hand-crop, and gaze-crop to 8 different subjects.
They obtained that their gaze-based approach was preferred to saliency-based
cropping in 58.4% of trials and in 32.5% to professional cropping.

Liu et al. [5] have translated several basic composition guidelines into quanti-
tative aesthetic scores, including the Rule of Thirds, diagonal, visual balance, and
region size. Based on which, an automatic crop-and-retarget approach to produc-
ing a maximally beautiful version of the input image. Their approach searches
for the optimal composition result in a 4D space which contains all cropped
windows with various widths and heights. A dataset of 900 casual images arbi-
trarily collected from international websites in which skilled photographers rank
photographs through them was employed to evaluate their score function. To
evaluate the performance of their method generated a set of 30 triplets of im-
ages; the original image, one crop using Santella’s method and one using theirs.
These triplets were shown to 56 subjects, males and women, between 21 and 55
years old. In 44.1% of cases, the subjects preferred the cropped images provided
by their approach. In addition, 81.8% were not able to distinguish whether the
image was hand-cropped or computationally optimized.

Wang and Cohen [19] propose an algorithm for composing foreground el-
ements onto a new background by integrating matting and compositing into a
single process. The system is able to compose more efficiently and with fewer arti-
facts compared with previous approaches. The matte is optimized in a sense that
it will minimize the visual artifacts on the final composed image, although it may
not be the true matte for the foreground. They determine the size and position
that minimizes the difference between a small shell around the foreground and
the new background, and then run the compositional matting. The developed



algorithm not always gives satisfying compositions when the new background
differs significantly from the original.

Zhang et al. [21] presented an auto-cropping model to obtain an optimal
cropped image using the width and height of the original image, the conserva-
tive coefficient, the faces detected and the Region of Interest (ROI). The model
consists of three sub models: (i) a composition sub model to describe how good
the composition is, (ii) a conservative sub model to prevent the photograph
from being cropped too aggressively and (iii) a penalty factor to prevent faces
or ROIs being cut off. They used 100 pictures randomly selected from 600 home
photographs. All the images were used into two studies. The first user study
evaluated the auto cropping result in different aspect ratios. They obtained that
the algorithm exhibits a satisfactory score on cropping. The second user study
evaluated the improvement of the picture composition after cropping, in which
observed the considering of the artistic rules leads to a good score of the im-
provement of the picture composition.

Suh et al. [18] proposed a set of fully automated image cropping techniques
using a visual salience model based on low-level contrast measures. According
to them, the more salient a portion of image, the more informative it is; and the
visual search performance is increased as much recognizable the thumbnail is.
They used their feature set on recognizing objects in small thumbnails (Recog-
nition Task) and to measure how the thumbnail generation technique affects
search performance (Visual Search Task). They ran an empirical study over 20
subjects, which were college or graduate students at the University of Maryland,
and 500 filler images. In both tasks, the proposed set was capable to provide
thumbnails substantially more recognizable and easier to find in the context of
visual search.

What if the quality of aesthetic composition may be related to the visual
complexity of the composition itself, as well as to the complexity derived from
each of the elements represented in the same image? We assume that, inside
the images, there are elements which attract the observer’s attention and their
complexity must be taken into account when determining the composition aes-
thetics. This assumption takes into account what Philip Galanter calls “effective
complexity” [3]. According to him, an artist will tire both high ordered and
high disordered aesthetic composition because of lack any structural complexity
worth. We propose the joint use of metrics which allow to estimate the com-
plexity of an image as a whole, as well as of all the elements integrating it and,
particularly, those which are its focus of attention. Following this hypothesis,
this work will centre concretely on the study of the aesthetic composition of
landscapes. The proposed metrics are listed next.

3 Complexity metrics and presented features

Machado and Cardoso [9], based on previous works by [1], proposes JPEG and
FRACTAL compression methods to estimate the image complexity. On [2] it is
found a correlation between compression error and complexity of the image.



The error involved in the JPEG compression method, which affects mainly to
high frequencies, depends on the variability of the pixels in the image. From this
point of view, more variability involves more randomness and therefore more
complexity. The FRACTAL method tends to compress an image by filtering
the self-similarities within. In this case, more self-similarities implies less vari-
ability, and therefore less complexity. Hence we considered applying JPEG and
FRACTAL Compression methods as image complexity estimatives.

Since both are lossy compression schemes, there might be a compression error,
i.e., the compressed image will not exactly match the original. Three levels of
detail for the JPEG and FRACTAL compression metrics are considered: low,
medium and high. More info available at [14].

Salience is the quality that stands out one or multiple important objects
from those that surrounds it/them. Somehow, saliency facilitates to focus the
perception of the viewer on the most pertinent item or items on a scene. The
saliency algorithm chosen to implement was the Subject Saliency algorithm also
known as Subject Region Extraction [6]. Based on the idea that the subject
in a photograph would be clearer and the background would be blurred, the
algorithm extracts the clear region of an image which theoretically holds the
subject. This algorithm uses images statistics to detect 2D blurred regions in
an image, based on a modification of [4] work. Subject Salience will be used to
detect the foreground item/s, which should get the focus of attention.

The Sobel Filter calculates the gradient of the image intensity at each point,
giving the direction of the greater variation from light to dark and the amount
of variation in that same direction. This gives us an idea of the variation of
brightness at each point, from smooth to sharp differences. With this filter it is
estimated the presence of the light-dark transitions and how they are oriented.
With these light-dark variations corresponding to the intense and well-defined
boundaries between objects, it is possible to obtain edge detection. The Sobel
Filter will give a simple representation of all the elements standing on the image
by identifying their silhouettes.

We have also chosen to use a set of basic features related to the statistical
variability of the pixels integrating an image. Said features calculate: (i) the
mean (ii) and the standard deviation of the pixels with regard to the adjacent
pixels in each color channel.

It must be explained the way in which our features set will be obtained. Four
auxiliary images are generated from every image. Three of those images are
obtained by separating the color channels following the HSV model. The fourth
image stems from an attempt to solve the existing problems of the HSV color
model for the extreme values of the H and V channels. When pixel value of V = 0
the resulting color is always black. In the case of S = 0 then the resulting color is
always in grayscale. Another problem occurs when V = 255 and S = 0, in which
the color is white. In any of these situations it can not be assured that data from
H are correct as it depends directly from the transformation algorithm to HSV
format. In an attempt to address this deficiency, a new image is determined by



multiplying pixel by pixel the S and V channels within the range [0, 255]. It will
be referred to from now on as CS or Colorfulness [12].

Splitting the image in mentioned color channels and applying the complexity
metrics to each of the resulting images gives a total of 24 features (from now
feature set COMPLEX). It must be noted that these 24 features will be calcu-
lated based on the original image, having applied the Subject Saliency and the
Sobel Filter again. Therefore, we will achieve a total number of 72 features (set
COMPLEXF ). Since Hue channel is circular, the mean and standard deviation
are calculated based on the angle values of Hue and its norm. In addition, it is
performed the multiplication of the Hue angle by the pixel intensity values of
CS, and a new value of the norm is calculated using values from H and CS. It
yields another 12 features per image (from now set BASE), 7 related with mean
(set AVG) and 5 related with standard deviation (set STD), giving another set
of 36 features per image if also applying Subject Saliency and Sobel Filter (set
BASEF ).

4 Experimental dataset for aesthetic composition

A total of 1961 landscape images of high aesthetic quality in their composition
have been compiled for carrying out this experiment, most of them wallpapers
in landscape format. All of them have a resolution higher than 1024x1024 pixels.
Their visual topics vary a great deal: night, day, mountain, beach, etc.

From this initial dataset, a random algorithm was created which will provide
sub-images with a width/height ratio equal to the original image (see functioning
in Algorithm 1). Said algorithm has been used on every image, thus providing a
second set of images of the same sampling size.

A photography expert has identified those images which, because of the ran-
dom cropping, generated a new image which was equal or better than the original
one as regards framing. All these images have been discarded, achieving a final
dataset integrated by two sets of 1757 images each.

Figure 1 shows a simple subset of images of both sets. The left side shows
images of the original set, while the right side shows the same subset once the
algorithm has been applied.

5 Classification method and results obtained

Both images to be used in this experimental part and the features which will
characterize them individually have been presented so far. The present section
explains the experiment carried out.

A classification model has been developed using SNNS (Stuttgart Neural
Network Simulator) [20]. In particular, a backpropagation MLP is used with
3-layer architecture: an input layer with 108 neurons, a single hidden layer of
15 neurons and an output layer with 1 neuron. This configuration has been
established based on previous experiments and experiences of the research team
in tasks of the same field [10, 7].



Algorithm 1: Random Image Cropping

1 for each image do
2 A random height is established (between 400px and 1/2 of the height of the

original image)
3 A width is established according to the ratio of the original image
4 Random locx and locy are created (< 0, > original size)
5 if the cropped image does not exceed the original on the right or at the

bottom: then
6 accept cropping
7 else
8 return to 2

The network training will finish when a maximum number of 1000 cycles is
reached. The initial network weights are determined at random within the range
[-0.1, 0.1]. A maximum error tolerance of 0.3 has been used. The 10-fold Cross-
Validation (10-fold CV) model has been used for the generation of the training
data sets so that their results are statistically relevant. Each of these runs has a
different training and validation set which have been randomly generated. The
results shown correspond to the average results obtained in these 10 runs.

Given that the neural network provides a number value within the range of 0
and 1, a binary system has been used for cataloguing the images. Those images
which have a network output, once they have been presented to the system,
of less than 0.5 will be catalogued as having a low aesthetic composition. The
classification results given for each feature set presented in Section 3 are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1: Precision and Recall using ANNs

RECALL PRECISION
Feature Set #feats Accuracy Cropped Original Cropped Original

COMPLEXF 72 85.74% 82.64% 88.84% 88.11% 83.65%
COMPLEX 24 80.88% 76.49% 85.26% 83.84% 78.39%
BASEF 36 78.66% 73.99% 83.32% 81.61% 76.21%
BASE 12 75.67% 69.04% 82.30% 79.59% 72.66%
AVG 7 71.60% 68.70% 74.50% 72.93% 70.41%
STD 5 74.67% 67.79% 81.56% 78.61% 71.69%

According to the data, it may be seen that the image classification when
using the BASE set seems to achieve relatively satisfactory results. It should be
noted that the problem itself contributes to the achievement of such high results.
Let’s imagine that there is a landscape photography similar to the one in Figure



(a) Original image 1 (b) Cropped image 1’

(c) Original image 2 (d) Cropped image 2’

(e) Original image 3 (f) Cropped image 3’

(g) Original image 4 (h) Cropped image 4’

Fig. 1: Example images of both sets (images of the original set on the left and
the cropped version on the right)



2a. Having applied the random cropping, the new image may result as the one
seen in Figure 2c.

(a) Original Image (b) Cropping Selection

(c) Resulting Image

Fig. 2: Cropping example

In this case, as is usually the case in this kind of images, the cropped land-
scapes usually have an extreme pixel variability compared to the original image.
That is, the mean and the standard deviation of the pixels integrating the result-
ing image either increases or decreases considerably. Anyhow, no element of the
real content of any of the two images is taken into account for the classification.

The network trained with COMPLEXF set offers a success rate of 85.74%.
Individually, the network succeeds 88.84% of the original set versus 82.64% of
cropped one. Considering precision, we obtained a rate of 83.66% relative to
originals and 88.11% relative to cropped images. The results seem to be well-
balanced globally, both in accuracy and precision.

The fact of not using edge detection filters (COMPLEX set) derives in a
decrease in both recall and precision, which demonstrates that to attend to the
important elements present on a landscape provides relevant information. On



the other hand, if we compare with BASEF is seen as a lesser set of complexity
metrics provide better results than the filters applied on different measures of
variability of the pixels.

The observed results seem to indicate that to attend to the complexity of the
important elements inside a landscape allow to differentiate those images that
present a better composition.

5.1 An expert overview

The mentioned expert was presented with the images which the classifier was and
wasn’t capable of identifying correctly, without having any kind of information
about the method used.

According to the expert, the classifier seems to work correctly in those not
obvious cases where there is some element of brightness, light or where the
differentiating element is relatively small with regard to the image (Figure 3a).
Even on those images whose content bears a great symmetry, regardless of their
content or originality (Figure 3b).

(a) Small differentiating element (b) Symmetry regardless content

Fig. 3: Examples of well classified images.

In case of false positives, one of the most frequent mistakes happens when
the system cannot find any differentiating element in the image (Figure 4a). The
resulting image after applying the Sobel Filter seems to contain a lot of noise
compared to those images where there is a clear differentiator that the edge
detector identifies correctly (Figure 4b).

On the contrary, false negative cases, sometimes the mistake is perfectly
justified: cropped image pieces partially comply with the principles of framing;
they structure a differentiating element at the center while their environment
goes totally unnoticed as a uniform background (Figure 5).

The expert concluded that most of the mistakes generated by the presented
classification method were not trivial and were sometimes understandable.



(a) Applying no filter (b) Applying Sobel Filter

Fig. 4: Example of a wrongly classified image because of the Sobel Filter.

(a) Original (b) Cropped

Fig. 5: Example of a wrongly classified image as original being cropped

6 Future work

This paper has presented a set of metrics based on complexity which seem to
be useful for judging the aesthetic composition in landscape images. A neural
network has been used as a binary classifier using the presented features as
inputs, achieving accuracy and precision results over 85%.

This classifier could be add to any real-time multimedia device and used for
different tasks related to aesthetic composition like identification or classification,
categorization, etc. For this propose we intend to modify the classification system
so that asynchronous tasks can be performed by means of parallel programming,
thus reducing the time of the task of extracting metrics from each image, which
currently entails the biggest bottleneck.

Among the most immediate enhancements, we may mention above all the
elimination of all those cases identified by the expert where the classifier fails,
both in the case of false positives and negatives. For this purpose, we intend to
search for another set of metrics which can help the already existing one with
that task, and even to find alternatives for Sobel and Saliency Subjects, so that
their detection problems do not have a direct impact on the prototype.
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